Prediction of Hub Transcription Factors of Breast Cancer Cells Response to Cisplatin Treatment
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Abstract

Introduction: Hub genes are connected to many other genes by encoding proteins that interact directly with DNA molecules or other proteins. These hubs can act as transcription factors more than controlling expression of genes. Finding these genes is substantial in detection of the main controller of the pathways of diseases such as cancer, designing treatments regarding them and furthermore a probable direct treatment to the disease.

Materials and Methods: In this study, we used a dataset (GSE28274) of treated breast cancer cell line MCF7 via cisplatin. We analyzed data of cells in glycolysis and impedance stages versus control cells using GEO2R to determine significantly (p-value less than 0.05) differentially expressed genes. Threshold for choosing the genes were amounts of ±1.2 of log2 Fold change. Then, we detected transcription factors of differentially expressed genes using ChEA database. Networks of differentially expressed transcription factors were constructed and functional annotations and biological pathways were detected by DAVID database.

Results: Our results showed that there are 9 and 13 differentially expressed transcription factors in glycolysis and impedance stages of the treated cells, respectively. In both stages there were six identical transcription factors with similar expression patterns except for PPARA. Annotation assignments revealed that the transcription factors are related to gene expression process, signaling and cancer pathways.

Conclusions: In conclusion, our study is offering some potential transcription factors as hub genes that affect gene expression processes and cancer pathways.